Ground Plan Balzer Theater at Herren's scale: 1/8" = 1' - 0"

playing space is approx 23' x 40'
note that space is less if scrim is used

boundary line that scenery can not go beyond

approx placement of speaker cluster 16' in air from stage deck
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not an actor entry

masking as needed
suggest tabs

traveler

traveler

cyc

concrete riser

- Fire code states that scenery must stay 4' from DS concrete seating rise.

- If using cyc and strip lights, leave 3' clearance between cyc and set for genie.

- There is no offstage space. "Offstage" needs to be created with masking.

- Masking is adjustable with the exception of the permanent travelers.

- The traveler tracks can not be moved. They are located at 1' - 8" and 16' - 7" from the US brick wall.

- There is a general 16' height restriction, with exceptions that can be discussed.
  Note that there is a large speaker cluster center stage behind pipe B that hangs down approx. 4' from grid.

electronic dwg groundplan and section drawings are available upon request